Prognostic Benefit of 3D and 4D Ultrasound for Fetal Airway Assessment and Implications for Delivery
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Abstract

Background: Fetal craniofacial anomalies carry varied probability of neonatal airway obstruction. The Ex Utero Intrapartum Treatment (EXIT) procedure can secure the airway at birth, however carries significant maternal risks. 3D ultrasound may predict degree of airway obstruction prior to delivery.

Case: We present four cases of fetal nasopharyngeal or craniofacial abnormalities concerning for airway compromise. Diagnoses included epulis, congenital hemangioma, tetralogy of Fallot, and Treacher Collins syndrome. Concrete ultrasonographic findings of fetal swallowing, including [1], normal amniotic fluid volume, [2], presence of a stomach bubble [3], uninterrupted bidirectional Doppler flow of amniotic fluid, and (4) fluid in the trachea, indicated patent fetal airway [1-3].

Conclusion: These four ultrasonographic signs indicate that the fetal airway is unobstructed. Antenatal delivery planning, including necessity for EXIT, is greatly improved using 3D ultrasound.
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Introduction

Advances in ultrasound technology have transformed our abilities in prenatal diagnosis. Specifically, the value of three-dimensional ultrasound (3DUS) has profound clinical implications when diagnosing fetal craniofacial and nasopharyngeal anomalies with the potential for airway obstruction [1,2]. Varying diagnoses carry different probabilities of neonatal breathing impairment, difficult intubation, asphyxia or neonatal death. In complement to 2D ultrasound, both 3D and 4D ultrasound (4DUS) technologies promote clinically relevant, enhanced analysis of complex fetal anatomy. A thorough assessment using 3D and 4DUS provides crucial prognostic information regarding the need for special delivery methods, ie. Ex Utero Intrapartum Treatment (EXIT) procedure, a technique that allows for prolonged maintenance of uteroplacental circulation for fetal interventions at time of cesarean section. Importantly, EXIT introduces significant maternal risks including aspiration, hemorrhage, hypoxia, and the risks of general anesthesia.

Methods

In this article, we present four cases high lighting utility of 3DUS and 4DUS in delivery planning and propose sonographic markers for airway patency. In all cases, successful prediction of fetal airway status allowed avoidance of potentially morbid...
interventions like EXIT. Through careful assessment of fetal airway, both neonatal and maternal morbidity and mortality may be decreased and safe delivery promoted.

Results

Case #1: Oral Mass

A 34-year-old, para 1001, was referred for evaluation after ultrasound (US) at 28 weeks identified an oral mass on a female fetus. On 3DUS, the exophytic oral mass measured 2x1.8cm, was solid and homogeneous in texture with limited vascularity, protruded from the mandible, and was mobile. Serial 3DUS and 4D HD live technology revealed uninterrupted, bidirectional Doppler flow of amniotic fluid through the nares and mouth, a normalized amniotic fluid volume (AFV), and a stomach bubble (SB) (Figure 1). The patient underwent cesarean delivery under regional anesthesia at 37 weeks per multidisciplinary decision. Immediate vigorous fetal cry occurred without breathing compromise. Fiber optic endotracheal evaluation was performed without evidence of airway obstruction. Final pathology of excised mass revealed Epulis (3,4).

Figure 1: Epulis

(A) A three-dimensional surface showing the fetal face with the protruding oral mass and the fetal nares that appear not obstructed by the oral mass. (B) Photographs documenting the postnatal appearance of the tumor before and after excision.

Case #2: Neck Mass

A 32-year-old, para 0010, was evaluated at 32 weeks when US revealed an incidental mass of the neck. 3DUS revealed a 3.7x2.8x2.6cm homogeneous, superficial, mobile, well circumscribed, left sided mandibular mass with peripheral blood flow and scant internal blood flow. Fetal swallowing and breathing were noted via 4D HD live imaging, fluid was seen within the trachea via 3D rendering manipulation and tomography, there was normal AFV, and a SB was present (Figure 2) [5]. The mass remained stable in size. Cesarean delivery was scheduled at 37 weeks under regional anesthesia with a multidisciplinary team. The infant exhibited immediate spontaneous cry without breathing difficulty. On gross examination, the pedunculated cervical neck mass was soft with violaceous to blue color centrally, without ulceration or hemorrhage. Diagnosis of Rapidly Involuting Congenital Hemangioma (RICH) was made and expectant management planned.

Figure 2: Hemangioma

(A) TUI shows the fetal neck mass (B) Axial Doppler sonogram of the fetal neck reveals isoechoic homogeneous subcutaneous mass with increased vascularity.
Case #3: Mediastinal mass effect

A 37-year-old, para 10 11, was evaluated at 27 weeks for fetal cardiac anomaly. The gravid a had a significant medical history of congenital pulmonary stenosis and severe right ventricular hypertrophy. Fetal echocardiogram revealed tetralogy of Fallot with severe right ventricular outflow tract stenosis, ventricular septal defect, congenital absence of the pulmonary valve and aneurysmal dilation of the pulmonary artery, dilation and hypertrophy of the right ventricle, and resultant compression of fetal trachea. Evaluation of the fetal oropharynx using 3DUSand 4D HD Live revealed bidirectional flow with breathing and swallowing, a clear tracheal passage, a SB, and normal AFV (Figure 3). A repeat cesarean was performed at 36 weeks due to deterioration of maternal cardiac status under general anesthesia with a multidisciplinary team. Spontaneous cry was noted upon delivery. The infant underwent cardiac repair on day of life 7.

Case #4: Micrognathia

A 21-year-old, para 20 01, presented for prenatal care at 18 weeks with her male partner, who has Treacher Collin’s syndrome. Serial 3DUS and 4DHDLive US revealed a fetal unilateral ear bud, recessed mandible, and underdeveloped zygomatic arches. The fetal SB and AFV remained normal. 3D rendering allowed accurate depiction of the fetal face and mandibular measures (Figure 4). At 39 weeks repeat cesarean under regional anesthesia was performed with multidisciplinary teams. Immediate spontaneous cry was noted.

Discussion

Advancing technologies in ultrasound are vital for evaluation of complex prenatal anatomy [2,5,6]. For fetal anomalies with potential respiratory compromise and difficult intubation at birth, it may be the primary decision making tool in safe delivery planning. Through a comprehensive evaluation of the amniotic fluid volume, stomach bubble, oral and nasal passages, and nasopharynx-trachea using 3DUS and 4DUS, patency and pliability of the airway can be accurately predicted.

Oral tumors and craniofacial malformations may cause obstruction of the fetal airway at time of birth, leading to potentially life-threatening respiratory distress. When fetal airway access is compromised, one technique for optimizing fetal oxygen status at birth is the Ex Utero Intrapartum Treatment procedure, or EXIT. EXIT allows for prolonged maintenance of utero-placental circulation for fetal interventions at time of cesarean section through partial fetal delivery with continued placental flow. Once a fetal airway is secured, the infant may be fully delivered [3].

However, EXIT introduces serious maternal risks. Aspiration pneumonitis is common as the lower esophageal sphincter pressure is reduced with increased compression by the gravid uterus on the stomach. Combining this natural physiology with increased gastric acid production poses a danger during general anesthesia. Additionally, due to the decreased preload during supine positioning, the compromised cardiovascular system
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may experience hypotension with decreased uterine artery perfusion. Lastly, the prolonged length of EXIT leads to increased blood loss during cesarean delivery [3]. While EXIT is a valuable tool, significant complications dictate that it should only be used if necessary.

Through detailed views of fetal anatomy, 3DUS helped to predict airway patency in each case. While EXIT was considered for all due to concern for neonatal breathing impairment and difficult intubation, antenatal decision was made against EXIT due to reassuring US signs of patent airway. Multidisciplinary planning between obstetrical, anesthesia, pediatric ENT, and NICU teams concurred that fetal outcome would not benefit via EXIT while increasing unnecessary risks for the mother. However, multidisciplinary teams were present at delivery for precaution. Ultimately, all neonates projected vigorous, immediate cries upon delivery without obstructed breathing and did not require intubation.

Compared to 2D ultrasonography, 3DUS has proven advantageous in the detection of abnormal fetal anatomy and airway obstruction. It is not only useful in predicting the severity of a defect, but also in providing more convincing evidence of a normal fetus in cases at increased risk of malformation [6]. As an adjunct to 2D ultrasonography, 3DUS adds value in diagnosing various fetal head and neck abnormalities, including micrognathia and other profile malformations, cleft lip and palate, metopic suture abnormalities, nasal bone, ear or orbit abnormalities, neural tube defects, and skeletal malformations [7].

In each case, various 3D technologies were applied for a complete anatomic assessment. 3D US surface rendering allows for accurate depiction of the fetal face and profile. The electronic scalpel assists in removal of obstructing adjacent structures such as placenta or cord that obscure the area of interest. 3D volume acquisition and tomographic imaging (TUI) enable multi-slice analysis that extends MRI capability with volume rendering and plane manipulation. Multiplanar display allows images to be displayed at right angles to each other in sagittal, coronal, or axial planes. By choosing a single point of intersection and traversing the three planes, one facilitates an improved spatial relationship of complex anatomical defects [1,2,5-8]. HD live imaging enables 3DUS reconstruction at a frame rate of up to 20 images per second, yielding a smooth and dynamic real time 3D image. With the addition of Doppler, it is possible to visualize real-time active streaming of unimpaired bidirectional fluid flow in the fetal body.

In addition to diagnostic purposes, 3DUS is a powerful tool for antenatal communication for both patients and providers [6]. Through a realistic pictorial representation, it helps to improve understanding regarding the defect as well as necessity for prenatal genetic testing or procedures, mode of delivery, prognosis, and neonatal expectations. With increased understanding among families and physicians, coordination of care and treatment planning including interventions in neonatology, pediatric ENT, pediatric surgery, and plastic surgery can be expedited.

We propose specific sonographic findings paramount in evaluating fetal airway patency:

- **Normal amniotic fluid volume index**
- **Presence of a stomach bubble**
- **Uninterrupted bidirectional Doppler flow of amniotic fluid through the nasopharynx and oral cavity, and**
- **Fluid in the trachea.**

These markers demonstrate normal fetal swallowing and breathing and indicate that EXIT is unnecessary, although it is prudent to have multidisciplinary teams at delivery prepared to address unanticipated events. With adequate information about airway patency, a potentially morbid procedure may be avoided. As we have highlighted through this case series of fetal diagnoses with risk for airway compromise, there is a definitive predictive role for 3DUS in obstetrical delivery planning. Concrete sonographic markers may be used when fetal airway anomaly is detected and directed obstetrical delivery preparation is warranted. The ability to render and manipulate images through 3DUS in order to thoroughly evaluate the patency of the fetal oral cavity and airway is paramount in directing both fetal and maternal care and ensures the least overall morbidity.
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